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As recognized, adventure as skillfully as experience approximately lesson, amusement, as with ease as contract can be gotten by just checking out a book The Only Astrology Book Youll Ever Need
with it is not directly done, you could take even more in this area this life, approaching the world.
We come up with the money for you this proper as well as easy exaggeration to get those all. We provide The Only Astrology Book Youll Ever Need and numerous books collections from ﬁctions to scientiﬁc
research in any way. accompanied by them is this The Only Astrology Book Youll Ever Need that can be your partner.
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The Only Astrology Book You'll Ever Need Now with an Interactive PC- and Mac-Compatible CD Taylor Trade Publications Presents a do-it-yourself astrology guide that provides all
necessary information and tables to help plot a complete, individual horoscope, including many details frequently neglected in conventional astrological books. The Only Astrology
Book You'll Ever Need Taylor Trade Publications OVER HALF A MILLION COPIES SOLD! This is the classic guide to astrological history, legend, and practice! Readers will enjoy simple,
computer-accurate planetary tables that allow anyone born between 1900 and 2100 to pinpoint quickly their sun and moon signs, discover their ascendants, and map out the exact
positions of the planets at the time of their birth. In addition to revealing the planets' inﬂuence on romance, health, and career, The Only Astrology Book You'll Ever Need takes a
closer look at the inner life of each sign. Celebrated astrologer Joanna Martine Woolfolk oﬀers abundant insights on the personal relationships and emotional needs that motivate an
individual, on how others perceive astrological types, and on dealing with the negative aspects of signs. Readers will also welcome the inclusion of new discoveries in astronomy.
Lavishly illustrated and with an updated design, this new edition is an indispensable sourcebook for unlocking the mysteries of the cosmos through the twenty-ﬁrst century and
beyond. The Only Astrology Book You'll Ever Need Libra Sun Sign Series Taylor Trade Publications Your Sun sign (often referred to simply as your sign) is the zodiac sign the Sun was
traveling through at the time of your birth. Your Sun sign is the most important and pervasive inﬂuence in your horoscope and in many ways determines how others see you. It
governs your individuality, your distinctive style, and your drive to fulﬁll your goals. It symbolizes the role you are given to play in this life. It’s as if at the moment of your birth you
were pushed onstage into a drama called This Is My Life. In this drama, you are the starring actor—and your sign is the character you play. This elegant little volume is packed with
what your Sun sign tells you about you. You’ll read about your many positive qualities as well as your negative issues and inclinations. You’ll ﬁnd insights into your power,
potentials, and pitfalls; advice about relationships, love, and sex; clariﬁcation on erogenous zones and how you combine romantically with other signs; guidance regarding career,
health, and diet; and information about myriads of objects, places, concepts, and things to which you’re attached. You’ll also ﬁnd topics not usually included in other astrology
books—such as how you ﬁt in with Chinese astrology and with numerology. The Stars Within You A Modern Guide to Astrology Shambhala Publications A fresh introduction to
astrology that will provide a contemporary perspective on this age-old practice. Where have we been? Where are we going? There is no greater roadmap than the stars for helping
us to recognize habitual patterns, discovering our gifts, and ﬁguring out how to move toward greater joy and contentment. A Modern Guide to Astrology provides readers with a
fresh perspective on the fundamentals of astrology and how to read their own birth charts. With accessible depictions of the astrological signs and symbols, this guide opens up the
rich world of astrology as a tool to deepen self-awareness and lead a more fulﬁlling life. The book highlights the basic concepts of astrology that provide entryways into an
understanding of the factors that shape our lives in fundamental ways. This book weaves together the whole tapestry, showing readers that reading and understanding astrology
charts is within reach. Sagittarius Taylor Trade Publications Each of these elegant little volumes is packed with everything you'd want to know about your Sun Sign from such basics
as your ruling planet, symbol, constellation, lucky numbers and birthstone, to keywords and illuminating quotes from the rich and famous who share your sign. Naturally, romance
comes into play with suggested amorous combinations for each sign and even an exploration of each sign's distinctive erogenous zones for the beneﬁt of a would-be lover. Sexual
Astrology Virgo Taylor Trade Publications Your Sun sign is the zodiac sign the Sun was traveling through at the time of your birth. It is the most important inﬂuence in your
horoscope and in many ways determines how others see you. It governs your individuality, distinctive style, and drive to fulﬁll your goals. This elegant little volume is packed with
what your Sun sign tells you about you. Llewellyn's Complete Book of Astrology The Easy Way to Learn Astrology Llewellyn Worldwide The easiest way to learn astrology is to start
with yourself. Your astrological birth chart is a powerful tool for gaining a deeper understanding of your unique gifts, talents, challenges, and life's purpose. As you begin to
decipher the wealth of information in your own birth chart, you'll experience astrology in a personally meaningful way-which makes it easier to understand and remember. Once you
learn the basics of astrology, you'll be able to read the birth charts of yourself and others. This friendly guidebook is the most complete introduction to astrology available. Popular
astrologer Kris Brandt Riske presents the essentials of astrology in a clear, step-by-step way, paying special attention to three areas of popular interest: relationships, career, and
money. She explains the meaning of the planets, zodiac signs, houses, and aspects, and how to interpret their signiﬁcance in your chart. Over 30 illustrations, including the birth
charts of several famous people—Al Gore, Oprah Winfrey, Brad Pitt, and Tiger Woods, to name just a few—add a helpful visual dimension to your learning experience. Practical and
positive, Llewellyn's Complete Book of Astrology oﬀers techniques for using astrology to identify the qualities you seek in an ideal mate, realize your career and ﬁnancial potential,
calculate your luck, and discover your inner strength. Astrology, Orion Plain and Simple Hachette UK A practical guide on how to learn about yourself and others using the zodiac. To
the uninitiated, astrology can seem rather daunting. With all those measurements, degrees and logarithms - what's simple about it? This wonderful introduction demystiﬁes a topic
that everyone knows a little bit about and provides a basic framework for understanding it. The Jacksons' easy and straightforward approach explains how you can learn more about
yourself and those around you through the zodiac. They also explore some more esoteric topics in astrology, including trines, aspects and conjunctions. Look up the characteristics
of each sun sign, create a birth chart, ﬁnd out your rising and moon signs and more. Illustrated with line drawings and charts, this Plain and Simple guide will be received
enthusiastically by novices and the experienced alike. Cancer Taylor Trade Publications Each of these elegant little volumes is packed with everything you'd want to know about your
Sun Sign from such basics as your ruling planet, symbol, constellation, lucky numbers and birthstone, to keywords and illuminating quotes from the rich and famous who share your
sign. Naturally, romance comes into play with suggested amorous combinations for each sign and even an exploration of each sign's distinctive erogenous zones for the beneﬁt of a
would-be lover. Astrology Using the Wisdom of the Stars in Your Everyday Life Dorling Kindersley Ltd Discover how to use astrology to understand yourself, make the best choices,
and improve every area of your life. In her trademark accessible, down-to-earth style, acclaimed astrologer Carole Taylor explains how to use the age-old wisdom of astrology as a
powerful tool for self-knowledge and self-enrichment. Using your birth chart as a starting point, you'll learn how to interpret the zodiac signs, planets, and astrological houses to
better understand yourself. Carole shows how astrology can provide psychological insights, then pinpoints ways to use this knowledge to nurture personal and professional
relationships, deal with stress, or release your imagination and creativity. You'll discover, too, how star lore can help you when you need it most, with practical advice on
negotiating key moments, whether you're changing jobs, starting a family, coping with ﬁnancial diﬃculty, or facing retirement. Authoritative and easy to understand, featuring
fascinating case studies and with beautiful, inspiring illustrations throughout, Astrology is your essential e-guide to making the most of all life's challenges and opportunities.
Everything Astrology Book Everything A primer to the mysterious, often surprising world of astrology, this book explains in a light, informative style everything one needs to know in
order to understand a personal astrological chart. Illustrations throughout. Gemini Sun Sign Series Taylor Trade Publications Your Sun sign (often referred to simply as your sign) is
the zodiac sign the Sun was traveling through at the time of your birth. Your Sun sign is the most important and pervasive inﬂuence in your horoscope and in many ways determines
how others see you. It governs your individuality, your distinctive style, and your drive to fulﬁll your goals. It symbolizes the role you are given to play in this life. It’s as if at the
moment of your birth you were pushed onstage into a drama called This Is My Life. In this drama, you are the starring actor—and your sign is the character you play. This elegant
little volume is packed with what your Sun sign tells you about you. You’ll read about your many positive qualities as well as your negative issues and inclinations. You’ll ﬁnd
insights into your power, potentials, and pitfalls; advice about relationships, love, and sex; clariﬁcation on erogenous zones and how you combine romantically with other signs;
guidance regarding career, health, and diet; and information about myriads of objects, places, concepts, and things to which you’re attached. You’ll also ﬁnd topics not usually
included in other astrology books—such as how you ﬁt in with Chinese astrology and with numerology. Astrology Understanding the Birth Chart : a Comprehensive Guide to Classical
Interpretation Llewellyn Worldwide This text oﬀers an explanation of the language of astrology, focusing on concepts rather than words. Honeymoon for Life Scarborough House The
Signs Decode the Stars, Reframe Your Life Penguin UK ***'A new constellation of astrology guru' - Vogue*** Nobody's future is written in the stars, but we can use the stars to help
write our future. For thousands of years people have looked to the night sky for the answers to life's problems. Today's practice is a far cry from newspaper horoscopes and fortunetelling, but instead uses ancient wisdom of astrology to help us better understand our choices and ourselves. It's not about prescriptive descriptions of personality and fate, but
about putting the individual at the centre of decision making. In The Signs, Carolyne Faulkner breaks down the jargon and oﬀers a clear and simple explanation of how to use your
birth chart (a map of the night sky at the time you were born) to take control of every aspect of your life. Born on a Rotten Day Illuminating and Coping with the Dark Side of the
Zodiac Simon and Schuster In this wickedly funny guide, professional astrologer Hazel Dixon-Cooper casts oﬀ sugar-coated astrology in favor of exploring the maladjusted side of
the universe. If you want the inside scoop, the real deal, the lowdown on each sun sign, then look no further. It's time to forget those traditional astrology books where Sagittarians
are gregarious, Capricorns are ambitious, and Pisceans are dreamers. Instead, enter a world where Archers are loud-mouthed bores, Goats are pompous social climbers, and Fish are
chronically helpless. Dixon-Cooper debunks the myths, reveals the ﬂaws, and examines the dubious virtues of each sun sign. Discover how to use your own inner brat to outwit
bullies, outmaneuver manipulators, and win those endless games that lovers play. Learn how to deal with those dysfunctional people you encounter every day, including how to:
contain a Ram's oversized ego calm a raging Bull keep a ﬁckle Twin faithful Irreverent, biting, and laugh-out-loud funny, Born on a Rotten Day exaggerates the bad, exorcises the
good, and puts a new spin on the age-old question -- what's your sign? The Ultimate Guide to Astrology Use the Guidance of the Planets to Manifest Your Power and Purpose
Ultimate Guide to With The Ultimate Guide to Astrology, leading astrologer and Instagram star Tanaaz Chubb (@foreverconscious) presents a modern and accessible approach to
astrology with an emphasis on the signs and the planets. Face Reading Plain & Simple The Only Book You'll Ever Need Hampton Roads Publishing The face is the ﬁrst thing we focus
on when meeting any new person—we automatically assess a person’s mood, feelings, and intentions by what we “read” on that person’s face. We consider some people to have
“kind” eyes or a grumpy look. This book will introduce you to the ancient Chinese art of face reading so that you can gain insight into the personalities of your loved ones and those
you meet. Discover aspects of personality you never knew existed! Chinese face reading demonstrates that faces are open books, and their individual features provide the keys to
interpreting their message. The author explores the signiﬁcance of: Twenty-three basic eye shapes Twenty-three eyebrow conformations Thirteen ear types Thirteen basic nose
proﬁles Nine mouth types Along the way the author discusses the subtle distinctions within the cheekbones, the lips, the forehead, and facial creases. The Complete Guide to
Astrology Understanding Yourself, Your Signs, and Your Birth Chart Rockridge Press Written in the stars--understanding astrology for beginners and longtime diviners Astrology has
been used for thousands of years to help predict upcoming events, interpret the meaning of life, and interact more eﬀectively with other people. Whether you're new to the ﬁeld, or
have long been looking to the sky for answers, The Complete Guide to Astrology is the perfect way to understand how your stars align. Start with the basic elements of astrology
like the signs, modalities, and houses. Then, learn how these factor speciﬁcally into your own birth chart. From there, detailed charts give you further insight into how to make
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conscious choices to live up to your highest potential. Inside The Complete Guide to Astrology, you'll ﬁnd: Stars among the stars--Includes astrological signs and even charts for
some of the world's most inﬂuential people. Astrology for all--Modern, inclusive language helps make interpreting the cosmos accessible to everyone. Yin and yang--Examine both
the psychological, humanistic side of astrology as well as the ancient predictive techniques. Look to the stars and understand yourself, your signs, and your birth chart. The Power
of Birthdays, Stars, & Numbers The Complete Personology Reference Guide Paw Prints An introduction to astrology includes a zodiac reading for each day of the year Leo Sun Sign
Series Taylor Trade Publications Your Sun sign (often referred to simply as your sign) is the zodiac sign the Sun was traveling through at the time of your birth. Your Sun sign is the
most important and pervasive inﬂuence in your horoscope and in many ways determines how others see you. It governs your individuality, your distinctive style, and your drive to
fulﬁll your goals. It symbolizes the role you are given to play in this life. It’s as if at the moment of your birth you were pushed onstage into a drama called This Is My Life. In this
drama, you are the starring actor—and your sign is the character you play. This elegant little volume is packed with what your Sun sign tells you about you. You’ll read about your
many positive qualities as well as your negative issues and inclinations. You’ll ﬁnd insights into your power, potentials, and pitfalls; advice about relationships, love, and sex;
clariﬁcation on erogenous zones and how you combine romantically with other signs; guidance regarding career, health, and diet; and information about myriads of objects, places,
concepts, and things to which you’re attached. You’ll also ﬁnd topics not usually included in other astrology books—such as how you ﬁt in with Chinese astrology and with
numerology. The Complete Book of Astrology St. Martin's Essentials Ada Aubin and June Rifkin's The Complete Book of Astrology is an easy-to-use guide to astrology—with resources
and worksheets—revised and updated for the 21st century. An easy-to-use guide to astrology that takes the user beyond the rudimentary basics of the sun sign and helps them gain
insight into their personality and potential. There is much more to Astrology than simply the sun sign. Both a science and an art form, astrology is as old as recorded human history.
It is the "science of possibilities," showing the inﬂuence that the position and interaction of the planets at the time of birth have on a person's life, character, and innate potential.
The Complete Book of Astrology is a concise, easy-to-use guide that introduces and explores the sun signs, as well as ascendants, planets, houses, aspects, transits, and other
advanced concepts that educate and enlighten. With worksheets, and useful resources to help a user create their personal chart, The Complete Book of Astrology provides the
knowledge and tools for readers who want to gain a deeper understanding of themselves and those around them. Taurus Sun Sign Series Taylor Trade Publications Your Sun sign
(often referred to simply as your sign) is the zodiac sign the Sun was traveling through at the time of your birth. Your Sun sign is the most important and pervasive inﬂuence in your
horoscope and in many ways determines how others see you. It governs your individuality, your distinctive style, and your drive to fulﬁll your goals. It symbolizes the role you are
given to play in this life. It’s as if at the moment of your birth you were pushed onstage into a drama called This Is My Life. In this drama, you are the starring actor—and your sign is
the character you play. This elegant little volume is packed with what your Sun sign tells you about you. You’ll read about your many positive qualities as well as your negative
issues and inclinations. You’ll ﬁnd insights into your power, potentials, and pitfalls; advice about relationships, love, and sex; clariﬁcation on erogenous zones and how you combine
romantically with other signs; guidance regarding career, health, and diet; and information about myriads of objects, places, concepts, and things to which you’re attached. You’ll
also ﬁnd topics not usually included in other astrology books—such as how you ﬁt in with Chinese astrology and with numerology. Runes, Orion Plain and Simple Hachette UK A
practical guide on how to make your own set of runes and how to interpret them. Runes are alphabet letters or characters that have been used for thousands of years as a form of
communication and divination. This book, written by an authority on divination systems, shows readers how to make their own set of runes and how to interpret them. Topics
covered include: · A brief overview of runes, from Etruscan times to the present · A summary of the myths and lore that inform runic wisdom · Deﬁnitions of the basic rune symbols ·
Instructions on how to read the runes and rune spreads · An introduction to runic magic In the past 25 years using runes as a divination tool has become increasingly popular. This
accessible guide presents each letter of the runic alphabet in detail with its origins and magical uses and helps seekers tap into their energy. From making your own runes (and a
bag to protect them) to reading the ancient alphabet, casting the runes and interpreting the spread, all the basics are laid out in a clear, easy-to-follow and superbly illustrated
fashion which is perfect for beginners. Astrology for the Soul Bantam For the ﬁrst time ever, a famous spiritual astrologer shares the secrets, previously known only to professionals,
that hold the key to your future. Astrologer Jan Spiller shows you the key to discovering your hidden talents, your deepest desires, and the ways you can avoid negative inﬂuences
that may distract you from achieving your true life purpose, as revealed in your chart by the position of the North Node of the Moon. With insight and depth impossible to gain from
the commonly known sun-sign proﬁles, the enlightening self-portrait oﬀered by the Nodes of the Moon can explain the life lessons you came here to learn and how to achieve the
fulﬁllment and peace you desire. Jan Spiller shows you how to locate the all-important North Node of the Moon in your astrological chart and provides a detailed interpretation of its
inﬂuence and exclusive exercises to help you learn about: • The SPECIAL TALENT that is waiting for you, a unique gift that could easily be turned into professional success • The
SELF-DEFEATING TENDENCIES in your personality that can hold you back and sabotage relationships • The LOVE PARTNER who can be your soul mate—and the partner whose hold
over you can lead to heartbreak • The TRAP or temptation from a past life that can lead to disaster if you are not forewarned • The HEALING AFFIRMATIONS designed to help you
release your positive energy and strengthen the qualities that can bring you true happiness The Rulership Book American Federation of Astr This volume, a directory of astrological
correspondences, is the result of a research project that drew together the thoughts of many others into a reference book, assuming the role of a dictionary to astrologers, but
vastly more complete. It is the only place where all sign, planetary and house rulerships have been brought together and put in a good workable order. It is organized in such a way
that one can use the book for quick and easy reference, and it eliminates the need to search through various other volumes. In four parts: an alphabetical listing, a listing by
planets, a listing by signs, a listing by houses. Plus an Appendix with special listings: principal bones of the body, principal veins of the body, chart of an organization, ﬂavors and
handwriting forms. Enthusiastically endorsed and used by professionals and students alike, no reference library is complete without this best-selling volume. The Origin of the
Zodiac Courier Corporation Lively account examines the nature, philosophy, and mythology of the zodiac in ancient Mexico, Tibet, China, India, Greece, Rome, Babylon, and Egypt.
Anecdotes and illustrations enhance a text that includes fascinating material on zodiacal gems and birthstones. An absorbing, well-researched study that will fascinate students,
scholars, New Agers, and anyone interested in the zodiac's colorful history. Aries Sun Sign Series Taylor Trade Publications Your Sun sign (often referred to simply as your sign) is
the zodiac sign the Sun was traveling through at the time of your birth. Your Sun sign is the most important and pervasive inﬂuence in your horoscope and in many ways determines
how others see you. It governs your individuality, your distinctive style, and your drive to fulﬁll your goals. It symbolizes the role you are given to play in this life. It’s as if at the
moment of your birth you were pushed onstage into a drama called This Is My Life. In this drama, you are the starring actor—and your sign is the character you play. This elegant
little volume is packed with what your Sun sign tells you about you. You’ll read about your many positive qualities as well as your negative issues and inclinations. You’ll ﬁnd
insights into your power, potentials, and pitfalls; advice about relationships, love, and sex; clariﬁcation on erogenous zones and how you combine romantically with other signs;
guidance regarding career, health, and diet; and information about myriads of objects, places, concepts, and things to which you’re attached. You’ll also ﬁnd topics not usually
included in other astrology books—such as how you ﬁt in with Chinese astrology and with numerology. Leo Taylor Trade Publications Each of these elegant little volumes is packed
with everything you'd want to know about your Sun Sign from such basics as your ruling planet, symbol, constellation, lucky numbers and birthstone, to keywords and illuminating
quotes from the rich and famous who share your sign. Naturally, romance comes into play with suggested amorous combinations for each sign and even an exploration of each
sign's distinctive erogenous zones for the beneﬁt of a would-be lover. Numerology, Orion Plain and Simple Hachette UK A practical guide on how to use numbers to explain your life.
Using numerology to learn more about yourself and your future doesn't require any psychic ability, mathematical skills, or even any special equipment. The information is based on
a series of numbers and by following systems that date back to the Greek mathematician and astrologer Pythagoras and the Hebrew Kabbalah, you'll learn the basics of how to use
numbers to explain your life. Topics include: · Name number · Personality number · Heart number · Destiny number · Relationships · Short-term forecasts Once you master these
simple principles, you'll be able to plan your days, predict your future, and even ﬁnd the most suitable mate. This is an accessible and user-friendly guide for people interested in
divination systems and personality types. "Three is the number of those who do holy work; Two is the number of those who do lover's work; One is the number of those who do
perfect evil, or perfect good." Clive Barker, Abarat A Beginner's Guide to Numerology Decode Relationships, Maximize Opportunities, and Discover Your Destiny Rockridge Press
Explore numerology and discover deeper meanings in your life What if you could deduce a great deal about yourself, or someone else, simply based on your birthday and name?
Numerology is the system that reveals the hidden meanings around numbers. A Beginner's Guide to Numerology will teach you to harness your intuition, learn more about others,
and make big decisions. Tap into your highest potential to understand vibrations and learn the qualities associated with each number. By looking at the secret meaning in numbers,
names, and more, you'll have a better knowledge of yourself and others. This awesome book on numerology includes: Core numbers--Compile your proﬁle to learn about yourself,
see your karmic debt and karmic lessons, and discover your soul's purpose. Friends and family--Use more readings and unique charts to decode the relationships you have with
friends, family members, and signiﬁcant others. Mystical connections--Use the practices of astrology, tarot, and crystals to make even more connections and deepen your
numerological powers. When it comes to books about this belief system, A Beginner's Guide to Numerology has what you're looking for. Decode. Discover. Deepen your life's
purpose. Gemini Taylor Trade Publications Each of these elegant little volumes is packed with everything you'd want to know about your Sun Sign from such basics as your ruling
planet, symbol, constellation, lucky numbers and birthstone, to keywords and illuminating quotes from the rich and famous who share your sign. Naturally, romance comes into play
with suggested amorous combinations for each sign and even an exploration of each sign's distinctive erogenous zones for the beneﬁt of a would-be lover. Planets in Transit Life
Cycles for Living Whitford Press This book covers complete delineations of all the major transits - conjunction, sextile, square, trine and opposition - that occur between transiting
Sun, Moon and all planets to each planet in the natal chart and the Ascendant and Midheaven, as well as complete delineations of each planet transiting each house of the natal
chart. These 720 lucid delineations are full of insight for both the professional astrologer and the beginner. Aquarius Sun Sign Series Taylor Trade Publications Your Sun sign (often
referred to simply as your sign) is the zodiac sign the Sun was traveling through at the time of your birth. Your Sun sign is the most important and pervasive inﬂuence in your
horoscope and in many ways determines how others see you. It governs your individuality, your distinctive style, and your drive to fulﬁll your goals. It symbolizes the role you are
given to play in this life. It’s as if at the moment of your birth you were pushed onstage into a drama called This Is My Life. In this drama, you are the starring actor—and your sign is
the character you play. This elegant little volume is packed with what your Sun sign tells you about you. You’ll read about your many positive qualities as well as your negative
issues and inclinations. You’ll ﬁnd insights into your power, potentials, and pitfalls; advice about relationships, love, and sex; clariﬁcation on erogenous zones and how you combine
romantically with other signs; guidance regarding career, health, and diet; and information about myriads of objects, places, concepts, and things to which you’re attached. You’ll
also ﬁnd topics not usually included in other astrology books—such as how you ﬁt in with Chinese astrology and with numerology. Your 40 Year Horoscope Allen & Unwin Witty, wise
and amazingly accurate, What Your Horoscope Reveals About You and Your Future covers so much information about your sun sign and those you care or are curious about, giving
you great insights into your talents and issues. The Astrology Birthday Book Hachette UK Ever wondered how your date of birth inﬂuences your personality, your loves and passions,
and your path in life? The Astrology Birthday Book reveals how the precise alignment of the planets on your date of birth determines the characteristics that make you unique.
Wicca, Plain and Simple The Only Book You'll Ever Need Red Wheel/Weiser Greenaway takes a contemporary approach to Wicca, also known as witchcraft, and shows you how to use
it as a healing and positive force. Practice magic with tarot cards, agents, and pendulums; cast love, health, wealth, family happiness, and career spells; and discover which herbs
are beneﬁcial when conducting spells and rituals. Greenaway makes these life-aﬃrming, ancient Wiccan traditions meaningful and accessible to us today by providing a basic
understanding of the key elements of Wiccan practice, including: Lunar magic Initiation Herbs and gardens Pendulum power Animal magic Eminently practical, Wicca, Plain & Simple
also includes over 25 spells for beginning practitioners that range from fertility spells and money spells, to love spells and much more. Astrology for Yourself How to Understand And
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Interpret Your Own Birth Chart Nicolas-Hays, Inc. Astrology for Yourself is designed to introduce you to the language, art, and science of astrology through a series of self-directed,
program-learning exercises that will literally enable you to write your own chart interpretation. Aside from providing you a wealth of knowledge about your birth chart, Astrology for
Yourself promises to promote personal growth and change your life.
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